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Project Challenge and Description

📌 How can the Call of Duty companion app create social features to keep players engaged with the game and 
each other?
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https://www.notion.so/Activision-Kick-Off-a6a5528b029842aa827cb3c5ef0af86b
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https://www.notion.so/Interview-Two-Participants-8c9c47c066f04a0ea1e2b7abe1b7a8b6
https://www.notion.so/Practice-Midterm-Presentation-dbc3e3c5b0d64503a17d3260bf75da23
https://www.notion.so/Midterm-Presentation-b16f25f0e0df4833b0a0c26d313b666d
https://www.notion.so/Notion-Site-c40d932b53e24381b5a91563eb9a8c8d
https://www.notion.so/Midterm-Case-Study-fb5080f1ab974ac2b56531f8ef8daacc
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Change Statement

Stakeholder Interview
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Product Review
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Secondary Research

 Dohnert, James. “Playing Co-Op: Making Video Game Culture More Inclusive.” License! Global, Feb. 2020, pp. 32
33.

Insight(s): Although the gaming industry is becoming more diverse, there is still a lot of work to be done to 
increase representation of different identities in the front of games themselves, esports, and entertainment, but 
also behind the scenes, like development and work culture. I found this article interesting because it shows the 
room for improvement that can be done to Insight(s):make gaming the most diverse medium of entertainment. 
This is useful to know so it can help inform the work that we make better represent diverse identities within the 
gaming audience.

 Styhre, Alexander. Remneland-Wikhamn, Björn. Szczepanska, Anna-Maria. Ljungberg, Jan. “Masculine Domination 
and Gender Subtexts: The Role of Female Professionals in The Renewal of The Swedish Video Game Industry.” 
Culture & Organization, vol. 24, no. 3, 2018, pp. 244261.

Insight(s): Through new mediums of gaming, such as portable gaming, has been opening up the market of console 
games and the like to different gender identities. Although this is happening, video game companies don’t reflect 
this change and contradict the mentality of being creative and innovative. I think this is interesting because it 
highlights how hypocritical “woke” companies can be. This would help with work going forward by finding ways 
that companies, and in this case Activision, are saying one thing but doing another.

 Moravec, Ondřej. Krobová, Tereza. Švelch, Jaroslav. “Dressing Commander Shepard in pink: Queer Playing in a 
Heteronormative Game Culture.” Cyberpsychology, vol. 9, no. 3, pp. 3851.

Insight(s): It’s hard as member of the LGBTQ community to play games with sole heteronormative elements 
rather than ones that are more diverse. Some ways they cope are reading or imagining narratives to fit the 
identities they align with, which can be emotionally taxing and take away from the intended experience of the 
game developers. I think this presents an opportunity to produce inclusive narratives or provide a parallel 
experience for LGBTQ.

 Anderson, Craig. Murphy, Christine. “Violent Video Games and Aggressive Behavior in Young Women.” Aggressive 
Behavior, vol. 29, no. 5, 2003, pp. 423429.

Insight(s): Women that play same gendered characters tend to have higher responses of aggression towards 
opponents. I found this interesting because the male counterparts they played resulted in less aggressive 
responses. This could be useful in considering how aggressive situations are in games and how the players are 
represented in those games will result in different outcomes for players, especially females and non-binary.

 Dingman, Hayden. “Call of Duty's Free Warzone Spinoff is The Newest And Maybe Last) Magnificent Battle Royale.” 
PC World, Apr. 2020, pp. 2832.
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Insight(s): This article was more a review of Call of Duty Warzone, rather than a relationship analysis between 
video games and players, but it did give insight into the features of the game that make it enjoyable. It also shows 
the game’s weaknesses compared to rival games. I think this provides insight on where improvements can be made 
and how it can rise in the ranks of battle royale style games.

Competitive Analysis

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/bca3d4d0-f3db-470b-ae5d-129544e8d50b/guhin_a
aron_comptetive_analysis_-_Sheet1.pdf

Heuristic Evaluation

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/4dbad4480de542d886c9058345815292/guhin_
aaron_heuristic.pdf

Netnography

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/375ae21e-28594968-a62f-32a38b35f44d/guhin_a
aron_netnography_-_Sheet1.pdf

Domain Expert Interviews
Brandon & Geoff Roundtable Notes

AUDIENCE

Types of COD players

1. The stereotype homophobic misogynists who are a vocal minority.

2. The 30 yo guys who have been playing for a while and still play with their friends as nostalgia.

3. Younger "kids"

4. Smallest demographic. The other. They enjoy it (online games, shooting stuff) but are a very diverse group of people.

Who is Activision targeting:

#2 The nostalgic chasers

#3 The younger audience

How young? 5 yo are using apps already, 8 yo are competently playing Fortnite etc.

COMPANION APPS

No companion app has been entirely successful. Mission table in WoW that sent people on missions.] So this COD 
companion app is probably "solving" a problem only the Activision board is having.

It needs to have some kind of core "thing" within the app itself that makes it enjoyable. e.g. 1 a new player guide could be 
good or 2 gives hard core players additional layers beyond the game itself. But neither of those groups are big enough. 
Also the base will fight with this app for "1" as soon as they get their info, they stop going to the app. For "2" the groups 
will prolly find a 3rd-party platform to connect and socialize on instead.

Those platforms could use stat trackers like these:
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https://www.google.com/search?
q=call+of+duty+warzone+stat+tracker&rlz=1C1GCEB_enUS919US919&oq=call+of+duty+warzone+stat+tracker&aqs=chro
8

Don't make it parasitic. Let it be interesting by itself. I can perform actions in the game to make my experience in the 
app better and vice versa.

If you don't connect with gaming and/or this game... Approach this job as something that you can come in, solve a 
problem, find a path, and then walk away.

The skill of being able to break down an audience and get into their head to create something that helps them.

Not many users will care about editing/customizing their load outs.

The ability to revive a player is a positive incentive to encourage people to play on a team (see screenshot of Julia's chat)

There is a lot of hostility toward new/crappy players

Take a look at the game Deep rock Galactic. It has a very positive atmosphere.

https://www.deeprockgalactic.com/

Also look at Among Us

https://store.steampowered.com/app/945360/Among_Us/

and Project Winter.

https://store.steampowered.com/app/774861/Project_Winter/

5 IDEAS from Geoff:

1. For nostalgia chasers, let them know when on the same wifi network in proximity with someone also on the app. Like 
Tinder and Grindr lol

2. The COD league is well-funded. Yahoo Fantasy or NFL fantasy that allow you to get into the e-sports. But that's for 
hardcore players. Betting COD currency or real world betting.

3. Elite mode could, while the scene is loading, app could show you what might be good to load, maps etc. For Warzone, it 
would be missions that state, for example "only use a crossbow".

4. Skins through loot boxes. Have pink slips to bet others about how well you'll do. You will have to give your skins to 
others if you lose, but can gain something if you win. Basically an element of self-betting among users... but it's more 
entering into the addiction of gambling. Look at gacha games Japan).

Additional Notes From Di: “Gotcha games” in Japan they have done insane stuff, the wide range of experiences that has 
gotten user attention. Create separate things in the betting community where you can follow specific streamers on the 
app, that they can bet a skin.

Borderlands 3 had a companion app that had a twitch integration. When people opened chests, they got gear, you get a 
chance to get the loot the twitch player got.

From chat... From Brandon:

that tech—(I think via TWITCH ???????? has also been used by Riot Games to help launch their most recent title, Valorant

From Brandon:

I'd google it for examples of how to drive integrated viewer/audience experiences on digital platforms

Target Audience Interviews

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/2dace9b664c344cd-adea-3cf490ddbb16/guhin_a
aron_Interview_Summary_.pdf

Concept Development

https://www.google.com/search?q=call+of+duty+warzone+stat+tracker&rlz=1C1GCEB_enUS919US919&oq=call+of+duty+warzone+stat+tracker&aqs=chrome..69i57.4335j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
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https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/a643aeb460264f65-a2bb-539db6818467/concep
t_poster_Aaron_Guhin.pdf

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/d90f8f2e-efe943ae-9d6f-e8d43fbcf7f6/abstractio
n_ladder_aaron_guhin.pdf
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Midterm Presentation

https://youtu.be/CzpewnQ1sV0

Results
The stakeholders from Activision felt the overall concept was great, but concerns arose regarding  technical feasibility and 
implementation. They felt they would need to develop a whole voice service for the app and it would be 
labor/time/financially intensive. The stakeholders were very excited about the voice changing feature of the concept and 
can see the value it would have for non-male, non-binary players that want to protect their identities when communicating 
online in-game. 

Reflections
Since there is the issue of technical implementation, the need to develop this concept further is a moot effort, but there 
are some some things to consider if there was an easier way to implement. With the strategic benefit of using a 
microphone with a headset — in order to listen to footsteps, etc. — would players use this feature over a the use of a 
headset? How important is that aspect of communication and auditory feedback to players? Another question would be is 
how can we meet the goal(s) of this feature and create a system for important communications without using player 
voices? I think with the existence of the Nintendo Switch app voice chat feature released earlier this year, does show that 
implementation could be easier than what is currently understood, or at least the potential it could have in the future. This 
could also be a Activision-wide voice service for all their titles, similar to Nintendo, to justify any investment in it.

Appendix
Drive Folder Structure:

  

https://youtu.be/CzpewnQ1sV0

